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CLUSTAL W: improving the sensitivity of progressive 
multiple; sequence alignment through sequence weighting, 
position-specific gap penalties and weight matrix choice 
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ABSTRACT 

Tho sensitivity of the commonly used progressive 
multipie sequence alignment  method has been greatly 
Improved for the alignment of dlvergent protein 
sequences. Firstly, IndlvIdual weighta am assigned to 
each sequence In 8 partlal alignment in order to down- 
weight neardupllcate sequedces  and upweight 'the 
most divergent ones. Secondly, amino acid substltutlon 
matrices are  varied at dlfferent alignment stages 
according to the divergence of the sequences to be 
aligned. Thirdly, residue-specific gap penatties and 
localIy reduced gap penalties in hydrophlllc regions 
encourage new gaps fn potential loop regions rather 
than regular secondary structure. Fourthly, posltions 
in early alignments where gaps have been  opened 
receive locally reduced  gap  penalties to encourage the 
opening up of new  gaps at these positions. These 
modifications are incorporated  into a new program, 
CLUSTAL W which is freely available. 

INTRODUCTlON 

The simuJtaneous alignment of m y  nuchtide or amino acid 
sequencesismwan~toolinmolerularhiology.Mdtiple 
a l i g ~ n ~ a r e u s e d t o f i d ~ p a a e r n s t o c h a r a c t e r i s e  
protein families; to detect or dglmonswxe homology between new 
sequencesandwristipg~epo€sepucnEes;mhelpprediczthe 
secondary and tertiary sbuctures of new sequences; to suggest 
oligonucicotide primers for PCR, as au wcntiaI prelude to 
mdccuIar evolutionary analysis. The rate of appuuance of new 
sequence data is steadily inazasing and the development of 
efficient aad a- automatic mslmds for multiple alignment 
is, therefore, of mjvr imponance, The majodiy of a u t o d c  
multiple aligMleats arc now carried out using the 'progressive' 
approach of Feng anti DooEttk (I). In this paper, we describe 
a~~rof~~vementrtotheprognssivemultiplealignment 
rnuhad wbich gnatly improve the sensitivity without sacrificing 
any of the sped and efficiency which makes this approach so 
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The local gap penalty modification rules are applied in a 
hierarchical manner. The exact details of each rule are given 
below. Firstly, if there is a gap at a position, the gap opening 
and gap extension penalties are lowered; the other rules do not 
apply. This makes gaps more likely at positions where there are 
already gaps. I€ there is no gap at a position, then the gap opening 
penalty is increased if the position is within 8 residues of an 
existing gap. This discourages gaps that are too close together. 
Fhdly, at any position witfiin a NIL of hydrophilic residua, the 
pedty is decreased. These runs asually indicaa loop regions 
in protein stsucturts. E then is ne xun of hydrophilic residues, 
the penalty is modified using a table of residue-specific gap 
propensities (12). These propensities were derived by counting 
the fnsuency of each residue at either end of gaps in alignments 
of proteins of k n q n  mcuxre. An Uusuation of the applicaion 
of these des h m  one part of the globin example in Figure 1 
is given in Figure 3. 

Lowrered gup p d e s  as existing gqs. If there am already gaps 
atapwition,thcnthtGOPisruiuccdin~tothenumbtr 
of sequences with a gap at this position and the GEP is lowered 
byahaf.Thcnewgapopeaiagpenaltyiscalculatedas: 
GOP - GOP * 0.3 * (no. of sequuuw without a gapho. of 
S e q U t n c e s ) .  

Incrased gap penaIries near existing gaps.. If a position does 
nut have any gaps bar is within 8 residues of an existing gap, 
the GOP is increased by: 

Reduced grip perralries in hytimphilic stret&s. Any ran of 5 
hydrophilic residues is coosidwed to be a hydrophilic stretch. 
The residues that are to be considered hydrophilic may be set 
by the user but am anscmativdy set to D, E, G, K, N, Q, P, 
R or S by def!ault. If, at any position, there arc no gaps and any 
of the sequences has such a stretch, the GOP is ndaced by one 
third. 
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hardwardsoftware combinations: Decstation/Ultrix, Vax or 
ALPHAN", Sicon Graphics/lRIx The source code and 
documentationanavailaMebyE-mailfmmtheEMBLfilesuvu 
(send the words HELP and fIELp SOFTWARE on two liw 
to the internet address: Nctsem@KMBLHeidel~.DE) or by 
anonymous FTP from FTP.EM3L-Hti&lberg.DE. Queries may 
be addressed by E-mail to Dcs..Higgir~s@EBI.AC.~ or 
GibsonQmBL-Hcidelberg.DE. 

Table 1. Pescarrllr a d  &OS midw gap modificprion ktorr  

A 
C 

1.13 M 
1.13 

1.29 

D 0.96 
N 0.63 

E 
P 

1.31 
0.74 

F 1.20 
P 1 .w 

G 
R 

0.61 
0.72 

H 1.00 
S 0.76 

I 1.32 
T 0.89 

K 0.96 
V 1 3  

L 
Y 

1.21 W 
1 .a 
1.23 

Comparison with other methods 

http://FTP.EM3L-Hti&lberg.DE
http://GibsonQmBL-Hcidelberg.DE
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the 3-D structures of one or more of the sequences are known. 
In P second cast (36), a hidden Markov model was used to 
estimate p o s i t i ~ ~ ~ - s p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  gap peslaltits and rtsidue substitution 
weight matrices when large Ilumbcrs of exBmples .of a protein 
domain were lorown. With CLUSTAL W, we attempt to derive 
thcsameinformationpurelyfrornthtsetofsequenctstobe 
aligned. Iberefon, we  can apply the method to any set of 
sequences. The success of this approach will depend on the 




